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Coupling and attenuation of waves in plates by randomly
distributed attached impedances
Joseph A. Turnera) and Richard L. Weaver
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 216 Talbot Laboratory, 104 South Wright Street,
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801
~Received 23 March 1995; accepted for publication 4 November 1995!
The average response of an infinite thin plate with statistically homogeneous attached random
impedances is examined. The added impedances, which represent typical heterogeneities that might
occur on complex shells, provide light coupling between the extensional, shear, and flexural waves.
The mean plate response is formulated in terms of the Dyson equation which is solved within the
assumptions of the first-order smoothing approximation, or Keller approximation, valid when the
heterogeneities are weak. Scattering attenuations are derived for each propagation mode. It is shown
that the attenuation of one wave type due to coupling to another is proportional to the modal density
of the other wave type. Thus the attenuation of extensional and shear waves is predominantly due
to mode conversion into flexural waves and is proportional to the large modal density of flexural
waves. The flexural degrees of freedom serve as a sink for the energy of the membrane modes and
constitute for them an effective fuzzy structure. The specific case of delta-correlated springs is
considered for purposes of illustration. © 1996 Acoustical Society of America.
PACS numbers: 43.40.At, 43.40.Dx
INTRODUCTION
The propagation of waves on homogeneous submerged
shells is a difficult problem because of the spatial variation in
the curvature of most realistic structures. The problem is
further complicated when concentrated heterogeneities are
also included in the analysis. Bulkheads, ribs, welds, rivets,
and other heterogeneities may be effective scatterers for
waves propagating on the shell. Recent research efforts have
approached this problem a number of ways. Guo has exam-
ined the sound scattered from submerged cylindrical shells
with an attached mass-spring1 or attached thin plate.2 The
frequency spectrum of the sound scattered from such shells
showed distinct differences from that of the homogeneous
shell. In particular, certain resonant frequencies appeared at
which the energy exciting the shell quickly propagated to the
internal attachments. Others have considered a simple model
of a plate with enormous numbers of attached mass–spring
systems.3–5 Descriptive information of the attached oscilla-
tors is assumed to be known only in some statistical sense.
This ‘‘fuzzy structure’’ approach is appealing because the
heterogeneities need not be described in detail.
In the present article the prototypical fuzzy problem3 is
examined with some major differences. Instead of coupling
the fuzzies to the flexural motion only, the attached imped-
ances here will couple the in-plane and out-of-plane modes.
The coupling of the flexural and membrane modes is neces-
sary in order to model realistic heterogeneities which would,
in general, couple all modes to some extent. Coupling of the
plate to a surrounding fluid is also neglected here for sim-
plicity.
The Dyson equation, first used in quantum field theory
and discussed by Frisch6 for applications of classical waves
in random media, is used to describe the mean displacements
of the plate. It is solved here within the limits of the Keller
approximation7 also called the first-order smoothing
approximation.6 This approximation is valid if the covari-
ance of the heterogeneities is the highest-order statistical
quantity describing the scatterers that is of significance.
A similar diagramatic approach was discussed by Rybak
for the study of plate wave propagation.8,9 He examined the
much simpler case of one-dimensional steady-state propaga-
tion of weakly coupled flexural and longitudinal waves using
diagram methods. In this paper we extend his analysis to two
dimensions and to the coupling of extensional, shear, and
flexural waves, generalize the mathematics, and emphasize
certain key features in the results. The paper is also intended
to lay a groundwork for development of radiative transfer
equations for these plates and to make contact with the re-
cent work on fuzzy structures on plates.
Section I begins with a discussion of the stochastic plate
equation. The mean plate response is then formulated in
terms of the Dyson equation. In Sec. II, the Dyson equation
is solved and expressions for the attenuations derived. In
Sec. III, the added impedance is specialized to the case of
attached point springs. Thus, any resonant conditions created
by a mass and spring will not be present and the attached
‘‘fuzzy’’ has no internal degrees of freedom. The springs act
as lossless scatterers, and the energy in the plate must stay in
the plate. The modal attenuation is thus not due to any true
energy loss mechanism acting on the plate nor to a loss to
degrees of freedom of an internal fuzzy structure. Rather, it
is scattering from the heterogeneities that results in an energy
loss out of the propagating beam into other modes and other
directions.
The results show that the attenuation of shear and exten-
sional waves is mainly due to mode conversion into flexural
a!Current address: Fraunhofer Institute for Nondestructive Testing ~IzfP!,
Building 37, University, D-66123 Saarbru¨cken, Germany.
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waves. These results are expected to be similar to those one
would find for the more complex problem involving sub-
merged thin shells with arbitrary geometry, random hetero-
geneities, and complex internals.
I. STOCHASTIC PLATE EQUATION
Consider an unwetted, thin, flat plate that extends infi-
nitely in the x1 and x2 directions as shown in Fig. 1. The
plate has in-plane displacements u1 and u2 and out-of-plane
displacement w in the z direction. Random spatially varying
complex impedances are attached such that extensional,
shear, and flexural motion are all coupled. These impedances
can be thought of as a means of modeling the heterogeneities
that would exist in a real structure, such as ribs, bulkheads,
rivets, and attached internals. The added impedances are as-
sumed to have spatial distribution and coupling strengths
with known first and second-order statistics. The forces cre-
ated by the added impedance are proportional to the dis-
placements.
The motion of the plate can be described by the Green’s
dyadic Gi j~x,x8;t! which defines the ith Cartesian displace-
ment response at x due to an excitation in the j th Cartesian
direction applied at x8, where the vector x is a two-
dimensional vector (x1 ,x2) defined within the plane of the
plate. The temporal Fourier transform pair of G is defined as
Gi j~x,x8;v!5E
0
1`
Gi j~x,x8;t !eivt dt , ~1a!
Gi j~x,x8;t !5
1
2p E2`
1`
Gi j~x,x8;v!e2ivt dv . ~1b!
The temporally Fourier transformed equation of motion
for this plate is
@Zki~x,v!1Lki#Gi j~x,x8;v!5dk jd2~x82x!. ~2!
The plate operator, Lki , is given by
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where cp25E/(12n2)r defines the plate wave speed with E
the elastic modulus, n Poisson’s ratio, and r the volumetric
density of the plate material. The shear wave speed is defined
by cs25(12n)cp2/2. An infinitesimal imaginary part, e, has
been added to the frequency, v, to emphasize that the trans-
form, Eq. ~1a!, is defined for Im$v%.0.
The symmetric random operator Z is not properly
termed an impedance. It is an areal density of impedance
divided by 2iv and is a kind of density of generalized dy-
namic stiffness. It is assumed here to be a local operator.
More general, nonlocal, impedances act such that the spatial
convolution
E Lki~x,x9,v!Gi j~x9,x8,v!d2x9, ~4!
is the impedance related part of Eq. ~2!. When the attached
impedance is presumed, as done here, to be local and couple
a point only to itself then Lki~x,x9,v!5Zki~x,v!d2~x2x9! and
the equation of motion is as given by Eq. ~2!.
The random impedance parameter Zki~x ,v! is a function
of position and frequency and will in general couple all
propagation modes. The frequency dependence of Z is
henceforth to be considered implicit. The lowest order statis-
tics of the added impedance are assumed known. The fluc-
tuations of the added impedance are assumed small such that
the average added impedance Z05^Z& and covariance
^~Z~x!2Z0!~Z~y!2Z0!& are the only statistics of importance.
The brackets, ^ &, denote an ensemble average.
Equation ~2! is a stochastic partial differential equation
because of the random nature of Z. It has deterministic op-
erator, Lki , characteristic of a classical thin plate. It also has
the random operator, Zki . The stochastic nature of the equa-
tion of motion precludes us from finding the Green’s dyadic
itself which will also be a random function of position. How-
ever, useful information regarding the plate motion can be
found by considering the statistics of the Green’s dyadic. In
this paper we consider the mean Green’s dyadic, ^G&.
Higher-order statistics of G, which are also of interest, will
not be discussed in detail here. A brief discussion of the
covariance of the Green’s dyadic, ^GG*&, with regards to
energy propagation is given at the conclusion of this article.
Equation ~2! is of the form considered by Frisch6 for the
propagation of waves through random media. Thus, we may
immediately write the equation that governs the propagation
FIG. 1. Infinite flat plate with added spatially varying impedance.
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of the mean Green’s dyadic. The Dyson equation is
^Gi j~x,x8!&5Gi j
0 ~x,x8!1E E Gia0 ~x,y!mab~y,z!
3^Gb j~z,x8!&d2y d2z , ~5!
where m is the self-energy or mass operator. The ‘‘bare’’
Green’s dyadic, G0, is the solution of Eq. ~2! with the im-
pedance operator set to zero—the classical plate wave solu-
tion. The Dyson equation is exact and, if m is, like G0, in-
variant under spatial translations, easily solved in the Fourier
domain. The self-energy operator, however, must be approxi-
mated. The most common approximation is the first-order
smoothing approximation ~FOSA!6 and is equivalent to the
Keller approximation.7 The self-energy operator, m, can be
written as an infinite expansion in orders of impedance
correlations.6 The smoothing approximation of m includes
only the first two terms of this expansion6 and is given as
mab~y,z!5Zab
0 d2~y2z!1Ggd
0 ~y,z!^~Zag~y!2Zag
0 !
3~Zdb~z!2Zdb
0 !&. ~6!
An assumption of statistical homogeneity ensures that
the average impedance Z05^Z~x!& is spatially invariant. We
also assume that Z0 is transversely isotropic—that the aver-
age properties do not couple the propagation modes. This
form for m is expected to be valid as long as the impedance
fluctuations are small, i.e., such that higher-order terms in m
are unimportant. It is also the simplest level of approxima-
tion at which interesting modal coupling and attenuation will
occur.
The covariance is assumed to have the following form:
^~Zag~x!2Zag
0 !~Zdb~y!2Zdb
0 !&5b
aJd
gW~x2y!, ~7!
where W is a spatial two-point correlation function. For the
form shown in Eq. ~7!, it has been assumed that the distri-
bution of impedance orientation is independent of the spatial
distribution. The assumption of statistical homogeneity is
evident in the form of W which is a function of x-y only.
Transverse isotropy requires that W~x2y!5W~ux2yu!. The
correlation function is a real-valued dimensionless function
that will usually approach zero as x2y!`. The fourth-rank
tensor J and the function W will, in general, also be func-
tions of frequency, v. Exemplary forms for J and W are
presented in Sec. III.
II. MEAN PLATE RESPONSE
The Dyson equation, Eq. ~5!, governs the mean plate
response for the homogeneous plate with added impedance.
It is now solved for the effective complex wave numbers of
the three plate modes. The attenuation of each mode, given
by the imaginary part of the respective wave number, is
found in terms of the statistics of the added impedances.
The spatial Fourier transform of the bare Green’s dyadic
is defined as
G˜ i j
0 ~p!d2~p2q!5
1
~2p!2 E E e2ipxGi j0 ~x,y!eiqy
3d2x d2y ,
~8!
Gi j
0 ~x,y!5
1
~2p!2 E E eipxG˜ i j0 ~p!
3d2~p2q!e2iqy d2p d2q .
The transform of the bare Green’s dyadic is diagonal in wave
vector space by virtue of the homogeneity of the plate. The
operator L can also be spatially Fourier transformed allow-
ing the bare Green’s dyadic, which is the inverse ofL, to be
written as
G˜ 0~p!5pˆpˆge0~p !1~I2pˆpˆ!gs0~p !1 zˆzˆg f0~p !, ~9!
where pˆ is the direction of propagation and lies within the
plane of the plate, I is the two-dimensional identity dyadic
~I5xˆ1xˆ11xˆ2xˆ2!, and zˆ is perpendicular to the plate. The ex-
tensional, shear, and flexural bare propagators are given by
ge
0~p !5@p22~v1ie!2/cp
2#21,
gs
0~p !5@~12n!p2/22~v1ie!2/cp
2#21, ~10!
g f
0~p !5@h2p4/122~v1ie!2/cp
2#21.
The imaginary parts of these expressions are used later and
are, in the limit e!0,
Im$ge
0~p !%5p sgn~v!d~p22v2/cp
2!,
Im$gs
0~p !%5p sgn~v!d~12n!p2/22v2/cp2, ~11!
Im$g f
0~p !%5p sgn~v!d~h2p4/122v2/cp
2!.
The spatial Fourier transform pairs of ^G& and m are
similarly defined as
^G˜ i j~p!&d2~p2q!5
1
~2p!2 E E e2ipx^Gi j~x,y!&
3eiqy d2x d2y ,
~12!
^Gi j~x,y!&5
1
~2p!2E E eipx^G˜ i j~p!&
3d2~p2q!e2iqy d2p d2q ,
and
m˜ab~p!d2~p2q!5
1
~2p!2E E e2ipxmab~x,y!
3eiqy d2x d2y ,
~13!
mab~x,y!5
1
~2p!2E E eipxm˜ab~p!d2~p2q!
3e2iqy d2p d2q .
The transforms of both ^G& and m are, like G˜ 0, also diagonal
due to the statistical homogeneity of the scattering medium.
With these definitions, the Dyson equation, Eq. ~5!, can
be spatially Fourier transformed and solved algebraically for
the mean field as
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^G˜ ~p!&5@I2G˜ 0~p!m˜~p!#21G˜ 0~p!. ~14!
The assumed transverse isotropy allows m˜ and therefore
^G˜ & to be written in the form
m˜~p!5pˆpˆme~p !1~I2pˆpˆ!ms~p !1 zˆzˆmf~p !,
~15!
^G˜ ~p!&5pˆpˆge~p !1~I2pˆpˆ!gs~p !1 zˆzˆg f~p !.
The solution of the Dyson equation given by Eq. ~14! is then
used to give the mean-field propagators of ^G˜ &,
ge~p !5@ge
0~p !212me~p !#21,
gs~p !5@gs
0~p !212ms~p !#21, ~16!
g f~p !5@g f
0~p !212mf~p !#21.
Equations ~15! and ~16! define ^G˜ & in terms of the com-
ponents of G˜ 0 and m˜. The inverse Fourier transform of ^G˜ &
will be dominated by the behavior near the poles of the mean
field propagators given in Eqs. ~16!. Thus the following set
of dispersion equations must be solved for the mean-field
wave numbers, peff:
~pe
eff!22~v1ie!2/cp
22me~p !50,
~12n!~ps
eff!2/22~v1ie!2/cp
22ms~p !50, ~17!
h2~p f
eff!4/122~v1ie!2/cp
22mf~p !50.
Equations ~17! for the effective wave number must, in
general, be solved numerically for the entire frequency
range. However, a simplifying assumption ~sometimes called
a Born approximation10! allows for reduction of Eqs. ~17!.
We have assumed that the impedance fluctuations are small
which implies that m˜ is also small. Therefore, the effective
wave numbers are close to the wave numbers, p05v/c , of
the plate without the attached random impedances. Each fac-
tor m(p) is then approximated by m(p0). This approxima-
tion allows Eqs. ~17! to be solved for the three effective
wave numbers as
pe
eff5@~pe
0!21me~pe
0!#1/2>pe
01me~pe
0!cp/2v ,
ps
eff5@~ps
0!212ms~ps
0!/~12n!#1/2
>ps
01ms~ps
0!cs /~12n!v , ~18!
p f
eff5@~p f
0!4112m˜ f~p f
0!/h2#1/4
>p f
01mf~p f
0!A4 12~cph/v!3/2/4h2,
where the wave numbers of the homogeneous plate are
pe
05v/cp , ps
05v/cs , p f
05A4 12Av/hcp. ~19!
The effective wave numbers given by Eqs. ~18! reduce
to the wave numbers of the bare plate when the heterogene-
ities, and thus the m’s, go to zero.11 The approximation used
to obtain Eqs. ~18! fails when m becomes comparable to
~p0!2, but will allow much simplification to be made in the
subsequent analysis.
The attenuation a is the imaginary part of the effective
wave number. These attenuations are
ae5Im$me~pe
0!%cp/2v ,
as5Im$ms~ps
0!%cs /~12n!v , ~20!
a f5Im$mf~p f
0!%A4 12~cph/v!3/2/4h2,
to the same approximation. Thus the attenuations due to scat-
tering from the heterogeneities are described by the imagi-
nary part of the spatial Fourier transform of the self-energy
operator, m.
In Eq. ~6! it was shown that the FOSA expression for m
is related to the covariance of the random impedance opera-
tor. In Sec. I the assumed form for the covariance was dis-
cussed. Using the definition for the covariance given by Eq.
~7!, the spatial Fourier transform of m becomes
m˜ab~p!5Zab
0 1E e2iprGgd0 ~r!baJdgW~r!d2r . ~21!
Defining the spatial Fourier transform of the two-point
correlation function as
W˜ ~p!5
1
~2p!2 E W~r!e2ipr d2r , ~22!
gives the integral term of m˜ as a convolution between the
bare Green’s dyadic and the two-point correlation function.
Thus
m˜ab~p!5Zab
0 1E baJdgG˜ gd0 ~s!W˜ ~p2s!d2s , ~23!
with a sum over g and d. The imaginary part of m˜ now
becomes
Im$m˜ab~p!%5Im$Zab
0 %1E Im$baJdg%Re$G˜ gd0 ~s!%
3W˜ ~p2s!d2s1E Re$baJdg%Im$G˜ gd0 ~s!%
3W˜ ~p2s!d2s . ~24!
For a purely reactive impedance Im$Z0%50 and
Im$J%50.12 Each component of Eq. ~24! now becomes, in
direct notation,
Im$me~p!%5E pˆpˆJ@ sˆsˆIm$ge0~s !%1~I2 sˆsˆ!Im$gs0~s !%
1 zˆ
zˆIm$g f
0~s !%#W˜ ~p2s!d2s ,
Im$ms~p!%5E ~I2 pˆpˆ!J@ sˆsˆIm$ge0~s !%
1~I2 sˆ
sˆ!Im$gs
0~s !%
1 zˆ
zˆIm$g f
0~s !%#W˜ ~p2s!d2s , ~25!
Im$mf~p!%5E zˆzˆJ@ sˆsˆIm$ge0~s !%1~I2 sˆsˆ!Im$gs0~s !%
1 zˆ
zˆIm$g f
0~s !%#W˜ ~p2s!d2s ,
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where the factors such as pˆ
pˆJ sˆ
 sˆ
are inner products of unit
vectors ~pˆ, sˆ, and zˆ! on the fourth-rank tensor J. These inner
products correspond to the interaction of each propagation
mode with the impedances. The contraction on J with dif-
ferent unit vectors can be thought of as a standard scattering
problem. The energy of one wave type interacts with the
heterogeneities and scatters into all directions and all modes.
The inner products of Eqs. ~25! are defined as
jee~F![ pˆ
pˆJ sˆ
 sˆ
5b
aJd
g pˆa pˆbsˆgsˆd ,
jes~F![ pˆ
pˆJ
~I2 sˆ
sˆ!5b
aJd
g pˆa pˆb~dgd2 sˆgsˆd!,
je f~F![ pˆ
pˆJ zˆ
 zˆ
5b
aJ3
3 pˆa pˆb ,
jse~F![~I2 pˆ
pˆ!
J sˆ
 sˆ
5b
aJd
g~dab2 pˆa pˆb! sˆgsˆd ,
~26!
jss~F![~I2 pˆ
pˆ!
J
~I2 sˆ
sˆ!5b
aJd
g~dab2 pˆa pˆb!
3~dgd2 sˆgsˆd!,
js f~F![~I2 pˆ
pˆ!
J zˆ
 zˆ
5b
aJ3
3~dab2 pˆa pˆb!,
j f s~F![ zˆ
zˆJ
~I2 sˆ
sˆ!53
3Jd
g~dgd2 sˆgsˆd!,
j f e~F![ zˆ
zˆJ sˆ
 sˆ
53
3Jd
gsˆgsˆd , j f f~F![ zˆ
zˆJ zˆ
 zˆ
53
3J3
3
,
with a sum over all indices a,b,g,d51,2. The angle F is the
angle between the unit vectors pˆ and sˆ, which define the
incident and scattered propagation directions.
From Eqs. ~25!, it can be seen that the imaginary part of
the self-energy operator, and thus the attenuations, are related
to a combination of the imaginary parts of the bare Green’s
dyadic propagators. An alternate definition of the bare
Green’s dyadic, given by Eq. ~9!, can also be imagined in
terms of an expansion in the normal modes of the plate. The
imaginary part of such a modal expansion can be shown to
be proportional to the modal density.13 It is then evident that
these attenuations develop due to a loss of energy from a
propagating wave into other available modes and directions
through an interaction with the heterogeneities. This result is
now derived explicitly.
The definitions of the bare propagators, Eqs. ~10!, and
use of the approximation discussed above allows for simpli-
fication of Eqs. ~25!. The integration over the magnitude of s
is easily done due to the delta function behavior of the imagi-
nary parts of the bare propagators. The imaginary part of m˜
is then found in terms of an integration over the unit circle
Im$me~v/cp!%5
p
2 E0
2p
@jee~F!W˜ ee~F!
12jes~F!W˜ es~F!/~12n!
1je f~F!W˜ e f~F!A12cp/2hv#dF ,
Im$ms~v/cs!%5
p
2 E0
2p
@jse~F!W˜ se~F!
12jss~F!W˜ ss~F!/~12n!
1js f~F!W˜ s f~F!A12cp/2hv#dF ,
~27!
Im$mf~p f
0!%5
p
2 E0
2p
@j f e~F!W˜ fe~F!
12j f s~F!W˜ fs~F!/~12n!
1j f f~F!W˜ f f~F!A12cp/2hv#dF .
The scattering functions, j~F!, are the inner products defined
in Eqs. ~26!. The specific correlation functions are defined as
W˜ ee~F!5W˜ ~ pˆpe
02 sˆpe
0!, W˜ es~F!5W˜ ~ pˆpe
02 sˆps
0!,
W˜ e f~F!5W˜ ~ pˆpe
02 sˆp f
0!,
W˜ se~F!5W˜ ~ pˆps
02 sˆpe
0!, W˜ ss~F!5W˜ ~ pˆps
02 sˆps
0!,
~28!
W˜ s f~F!5W˜ ~ pˆps
02 sˆp f
0!,
W˜ fe~F!5W˜ ~ pˆp f
02 sˆpe
0!, W˜ fs~F!5W˜ ~ pˆp f
02 sˆps
0!,
W˜ f f~F!5W˜ ~ pˆp f
02 sˆp f
0!.
The attenuations of each propagation mode can now be
written in terms of the bare plate modal densities13,14 dis-
cussed above as
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ae5
p2
2
cp
3
v2 Fne~v!E02pjee~F!W˜ ee~F!dF
1ns~v!E
0
2p
jes~F!W˜ es~F!dF
1n f~v!E
0
2p
je f~F!W˜ e f~F!dFG ,
as5
p2
2
cp
4
csv
2 Fne~v!E
0
2p
jse~F!W˜ se~F!dF
1ns~v!E
0
2p
jss~F!W˜ ss~F!dF
1n f~v!E
0
2p
js f~F!W˜ s f~F!dFG , ~29!
a f5
p2
4
A4 12cp
h3 S cphv D 5/2Fne~v!
3E
0
2p
j f e~F!W˜ fe~F!dF
1ns~v!E
0
2p
j f s~F!W˜ fs~F!dF
1n f~v!E
0
2p
j f f~F!W˜ f f~F!dFG ,
where ne~v!, ns~v!, and n f~v! are the bare plate modal den-
sities of the extensional, shear, and flexural waves, respec-
tively. These modal densities are defined as the number of
modes per frequency interval per unit area and are given by14
ne~v!5v/2pcp
2
, ns~v!5v/2pcs
2
,
~30!
n f~v!5A12/4phcp .
We note that for the frequencies of our chief interest, where
vh/cp!1, that n f@ns.ne . Thus the third term in each of
Eqs. ~29! is dominant. Losses into flexural degrees of free-
dom are most important. The use of the bare plate modal
densities is valid to the extent that the heterogeneities remain
small, i.e., within the assumptions of the Keller approxima-
tion.
The general result given by Eqs. ~29! defines the scat-
tering attenuations for the extensional, shear, and flexural
propagation modes in terms of known quantities defining the
heterogeneities attached to the plate and the modal densities.
Equations ~29! show that the attenuation of each mode is
equal to a weighted sum of the modal densities of all propa-
gation modes. The weighting is determined by the strength of
the scattering from the heterogeneities. It is then apparent
that most of the extensional and shear wave energy will be
lost into flexural energy because of the high flexural modal
density. The flexural modes act as energy sinks for the en-
ergy of the extensional and shear modes. In the following
section, attached impedances in the form of springs are used
to illustrate the above result.
III. RESULTS FOR ISOTROPICALLY DISTRIBUTED
DELTA-CORRELATED SPRINGS
The above derivation for the attenuations of the three
plate modes concluded with the result that the attenuations
are related to the modal densities, the spatial correlation
function W , and the scattering functions j~F!. We now con-
sider the specific case of added impedances in the form of N
discretely located springs as shown in Fig. 2. Each spring has
dimensionless stiffness kn5zn(12n2)/Eh , where zn is the
dimensional spring stiffness of the nth spring. Each spring
also has an orientation angle defined by un , measured from
the negative z axis, and cn , measured in the x1-x2 plane
from the x1 axis. The springs are attached at locations xn . In
this case
Zki~x!5 (
n51
N
knMki~un ,cn!d2~x2xn!. ~31!
The matrix M couples the different modes and is a continu-
ous function of the solid angle of orientation of the spring.
With the definitions of u and c given above, M is given by
M~un,cn!5F sin2 un cos2 cn sin2 un sin cn cos cn 2sin un cos un cos cnsin2 un sin cn cos cn sin2 un sin2 cn 2sin un cos un sin cn
2sin un cos un cos cn 2sin un cos un sin cn cos2 un
G . ~32!
The average of the stiffness coupling is then
Zki
0 5sk¯M¯ ki , ~33!
where s is the areal number density, N/A of the springs, k¯ is
the average spring stiffness, and M¯ is the average of the
orientation matrix. The spring stiffness and orientation angle
FIG. 2. Infinite flat plate with attached point stiffeners.
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have been assumed uncorrelated. The quantities k¯ and M¯ are
defined as
k¯5
1
N (n51
N
kn ,
~34!
M¯ ki5
1
2p E0
p/2E
0
2p
Mki~u ,c!sin u du dc ,
where it has been assumed that the springs are isotropically
distributed over a hemisphere of solid angle.
It is easily found that
M¯5F 1/3 0 00 1/3 0
0 0 1/3
G . ~35!
Thus Z0 is diagonal and isotropic.
The covariance given by Eq. ~6! can be specialized for
this case as well. The covariance is explicitly calculated as
^Zag~x!Zdb~y!&2Zag
0 Zdb
0
5sk¯ 2@MagM dbd2~x2y!2M¯ agM¯ db /A# . ~36!
The second term above is ineffectual @it has no m˜~pÞ0!# and
will be neglected.15 Recalling the assumed form for the co-
variance @Eq. ~6!#, we find
b
aJd
g5sk¯ 2MagM db/A , W~r!5Ad2~r!. ~37!
The factor of plate area A is included in the definition of W
in order that W remain dimensionless.
The inner products on J defined in Eqs. ~26! can now be
calculated explicitly by carrying out the sums over the indi-
ces. For example,
pˆ
pˆJ
I5b
aJd
g pˆa pˆbdgd5
sk¯ 2
15A @3~ pˆ1 pˆ11 pˆ2 pˆ2!
1~ pˆ1 pˆ11 pˆ2 pˆ2!#54sk¯ 2/15A , ~38!
where pˆ1 pˆ11 pˆ2 pˆ25pˆpˆ51.
The necessary inner products are similarly calculated
and give the required scattering functions
jee~F!5sk¯ 2~112 cos2 F!/15A ,
jes~F!5jse~F!5sk¯ 2~112 sin2 F!/15A ,
~39!
je f~F!5j f e~F!5sk¯ 2/15A ,
jss~F!5sk¯ 2~112 cos2 F!/15A ,
js f~F!5j f s~F!5sk¯ 2/15A , j f f~F!53sk¯ 2/15A .
These functions have the symmetries one might expect for
the isotropic distribution assumed.
The delta function correlation implies that the transform
W˜ ~p!5A/~2p!2 as defined by Eq. ~22!. Substituting the ex-
pressions from Eqs. ~39! and the definition of W˜ into Eqs.
~29! gives the attenuations16 as
ae5
sk¯ 2p
60
cp
3
v2
@2ne~v!12ns~v!1n f~v!# ,
as5
sk¯ 2p
60
cp
4
csv
2 @2ne~v!12ns~v!1n f~v!# , ~40!
a f5
sk¯ 2p
120
A4 12cp
h3 S cphv D
5/2
@ne~v!1ns~v!13n f~v!# .
Equations ~40! show that the attenuation of each mode is
proportional to a weighted sum of the modal densities of all
modes. All waves will attenuate predominantly into flexural
waves because of the high flexural modal density
(n f@ns.ne) at frequencies of chief interest.
The decay of each wave type compared to the others is
now calculated. The ratio of shear attenuation to extensional
attenuation is simply the inverse of the wave speed ratio
as /ae5cp /cs . ~41!
The ratio of the flexural attenuation to the extensional
attenuation is more complicated. It is frequency dependent
and given by
a f
ae
5
1
Av
A4 12
2 F ~11~cp /cs!2!13A12/2Ã2~11~cp /cs!2!1A12/2ÃG , ~42!
where the modal densities given by Eqs. ~30! have been
used. The dimensionless frequency, Ã, has been defined by
Ã5vh/cp . In the limit that Ã is very small, the ratio of
attenuations is approximated by
a f /ae>3A4 12/2AÃ . ~43!
Thus for low frequencies, the flexural waves decay much
faster than both the extensional and shear waves. However,
this flexural decay is dominated by flexural–flexural scatter-
ing and not mode conversion into the membrane modes.
Also of interest is the attenuation per wave number as a
function of the spring stiffness, number of springs, and exci-
tation frequency. These are
ae
pe
0 5
as
ps
0 5
~sk¯ !2h2
120s S 1Ã2D F2S 11 cp2cs2 D 1 A122Ã G ,
~44!
a f
p f
0 5
~sk¯ !2h2
240s S 1Ã2D F S 11 cp2cs2 D 1 3A122Ã G .
The attenuations are seen to scale with the square of sk¯
which is the total added stiffness per area. Equations ~44!
also vary inversely with the spring density. Thus for fixed
total added stiffness (sk¯ ), attenuations will be enhanced by
having a small density, s, of strong springs k¯ rather than a
large density of weak springs. We also see that for low fre-
quencies the ratio of flexural to extensional attenuation per
wave number is 1.5. This result is of course highly dependent
on the assumed isotropic distribution of spring orientations.
The above expressions for the attenuations are now evalu-
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ated using parameters of interest for this problem.
IV. ESTIMATES OF REALISTIC ATTENUATIONS
We now turn to the issue of estimating the required
spring stiffnesses and densities to obtain significant values of
extensional and shear wave attenuation. The calculation of
the required added stiffness will provide some insight into
the potential merit of this approach for the modeling of
anomalously high attenuations in realistic structures such as
complex thin-walled submerged cylinders.
In such a system, Ã5vh/cp is unity for frequencies of
the order of the coincidence frequency. At the ‘‘ring’’ fre-
quency, where the cylinder’s circumference fits one exten-
sional wavelength, vring5cp/R with R the cylinder radius.
This assumption implies that, at the ring frequency, Ã50.01
if R/h5100. We take the average total added stiffness to be
of the order of, and bounded by, this breathing mode stiffness
~so that the mean flexural dispersion relation is not signifi-
cantly altered by the attached springs!,17
sz¯ /rareal<v ring
2
, ~45!
where rareal5rh is the areal plate density and z¯ is the average
dimensional spring stiffness. Using the definition of the di-
mensionless spring stiffness defined as k¯5z¯ (12n2)/Eh we
find that
sk¯<v ring
2 /cp
2
. ~46!
For the assumed radius to thickness ratio of 100,
vring/cp51/100h , which gives
sk¯<1024/h2. ~47!
The upper bound of this inequality is now used in the
expression for the shear attenuation to wave number ratio
@Eqs. ~44!#
as /ps
05
1028
120sh2 S 1Ã3D A122 . ~48!
At the ring frequency Ã50.01, and
as /ps
05144~10!26/sh2. ~49!
A significant amount of shear wave attenuation,
as/ps05asls/2p50.05, is obtained when the spring density
multiplied by the square of the thickness is
sh250.00289. ~50!
Finally, assuming a shell thickness of 5 cm, we find the
density of these springs to be on the order of or less than
1.15 springs per square meter. We conclude that the required
density of springs is not large.
Figure 3 is a plot of the attenuations per wave number,
a/p0, versus dimensionless frequency, Ã5v/hcp , given by
Eqs. ~44!. The added stiffness and spring density used for
Fig. 3 are sk¯51024/h2 and sh250.00289, respectively, as
discussed above. The membrane and flexural contributions of
the attenuations have been separated to highlight the domi-
nance of the losses into the flexural degrees of freedom. Thus
the upper two curves represent the last term of Eqs. ~44!,
while the lower two curves represent the rest of Eqs. ~44!.
The flexural part of the attenuations is at least ten times the
membrane part of the attenuations for this frequency range.
One might also ask to what value of stiffness these pa-
rameters correspond. Consider a shell made of steel ~r57900
kg/m3! with a thickness of 5 cm and a ring frequency of 171
Hz. Using the spring density of s51.15/m2 we find a dimen-
sional spring stiffness of about 400 MN/m. The required k¯
can be achieved by letting the attached springs be steel rods
of 10-cm length with cross-sectional areas, a rod5~14 mm!2
~with stiffness given by a rodE/L , with L their length!. The
stiffness and density of springs required to obtain significant
values of attenuation are not unlike what one might antici-
pate finding on real structures. One could model significant
attenuation at higher frequencies by invoking lower number
densities of springs and higher stiffnesses.
V. DISCUSSION
The model considered here is a highly simplified version
of an actual complex submerged shell. The attached imped-
ances have been taken to be local, statistically homogeneous,
and connected to a rigid ground. The results are nevertheless
important. The method of smoothing has been applied to
show that significant amounts of attenuation can be achieved
by means of membrane wave/flexural wave mode conver-
sions without the need to appeal to internal fuzzy structures.
Inasmuch as the chief sink for membrane wave energy is into
flexural waves, there are also important implications for the
radiation problem. The loss of energy from membrane waves
will lead to weaker acoustic radiation into a surrounding
fluid, but the scatterers will also enhance the otherwise weak
radiation from the flexural waves. The precise implications
for radiation are therefore not yet obvious.
The present results do not comprise a complete descrip-
tion of the statistics of wave propagation on inhomogeneous
plates. In order to track the energy propagation across the
plate as a function of space and time, one must also derive
expressions for the covariance of the Green’s dyadic, ^GG*&,
FIG. 3. Attenuation per wave number versus dimensionless frequency as
given by Eqs. ~44!. The added stiffness and spring density used for these
plots are sk¯51024/h2 and sh250.00289, respectively. The losses into flex-
ural and membrane modes have been separated to highlight the large losses
into the flexural degrees of freedom expected for this frequency range.
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which is proportional to acoustic energy density. The Bethe–
Salpeter equation governs this quantity and can be reduced to
an equation of radiative transfer in the limit that the attenu-
ation per wavelength is sufficiently weak.6,18,19
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